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that extra little nudge was provided by a weasel.
The hapless mustelid shorted out a transformer,
shutting the machine down for several days. Unintended consequence: a timeline breach, clearly and
irretrievably adjusting our history, tearing apart
causality like cheap bog roll, wadding up the detritus to hurl at passersby.
There we were in 1996, being good, fictional, Cyberpunks, when The Shift occurred.
Timelines were a reserved matter for that other
kind of Science Fiction, until the Large Hadron
Weaselizer reached across reality and screwed us
all. info: "the conceit" We are now apparently living in the sub-optimal timestream called “reality”
in the year 2020. Twenty twenty. Yeah, that year.
How ironic, all things considered.
We are looking across this new vista and are not
impressed. You were supposed to have all this shit
sorted out by now.
Time to start taking notes.
Astonishingly, the weasel is not a metaphor,
though it may function as one. Its charred mortal
remains are now on display at Rotterdam Natural
History Museum serving as a warning to future
generations. We, Cyber Rebel , call on some other
brave weasel to sacrifice itself for the greater good,
and get our reality back on track.
There is much shit to fix.
Meanwhile... as ever, the job is to get the word
out. We are all about the data integrity. What you
are about to read is true, not in any epistemological
sense, but in that it’s all referenced, all researched,
all vouched for. If it’s some guy mouthing off, it is
marked as such. If there’s actual data to present
we will show you. If any of the following proves to
be crap we will happily correct it... and tell you
where we went wrong.
You are expected to be an active consumer and
processor of knowledge. To query and challenge,
not just nod along. Cyber rebel is not a news source,
it is an information supplement.
On behalf of all past Cyberpunks, we’re fucking
sorry already.
This future wasn’t supposed to happen.j

Initialise CR Prototype
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::: DATA VERIFICATION :::

Changelog

Weasel[1] ::: Electrocuted Weasel[4] ::: I.M.
Weasel[2] ::: Weasel Incident Report[3]

1.00 SgH (2020-12-28) — First Release

::: HOW TO :::

New Timeline, Who Dis?
⌘⌘⌘ Well, they finally did it, didn’t they?
Dicking around with subatomic particles blasted
to almost the speed of light, smashing against
each other, could only have one outcome: the
Large Hadron Collider at CERN finally ripped reality asunder. It was not designed to do this. No,
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If you’re reading this on a cyberdeck, click
hyperlinks for source information. Numbers
are references to same data, but printed at
the back if you’re reading on Flat Media, i.e.
paper. For more information: Steve Hammond’s Web Page[5] 〈〈〈Anything delineated
thusly, is not from the Fact region of France,
but is merely sparkling opinion.〉〉〉
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NOISE FLOOR

Noise Floor
’
C
S
in the last 20-something years? Prominent in 2020
W
is a global plague in the form of novel Coronavirus COVID-19, but we’re guessing you knew that
already. The culprit of this little event is a collection of molecules called SARS-CoV-2 which has already
HAT S BEEN HAPPENING IN THE

YBER

PHERE

been tackled by a sizable mobilisation vaccine effort which has now paid off. Aside from the death
toll resulting from transmission and infection, the other notable point is highlights a previously-onlysuspected failure mode of humanity at large: flat-out denial. As some commentators have noted, people
exist who would deny a zombie outbreak even if one happened right in their face. Coming as all this
does at the arse-end of the Trump presidency, characterised by “fake news” claims to the point of
denying the existence of objective reality, accurate data is more important than ever. We’re guessing
you’ve heard about this too.
On the weirder end of the spectrum the US
Navy responded to the UFOs videos being chased
by F18s, that you may have seen on YouTube.
Yeah, they’re real. But as the saying goes in
the astronomical community: “It’s never aliens.”
But being real doesn’t automatically identify them.
〈〈〈 Cyber Rebel pooh poohs the Extraterrestrial Hypothesis: the entire phenomenon is in fact a metastasizing cultural artifact, a memetic prion disease,
because humanity is desperately afraid of being
alone.
Knock us down and call us Alexa if it isn’t so.〉〉〉
The other world plague, we have observed in this
new reality, is social media, which has successfully
weaponised your attention span, and drained your
critical response. The term “Doomscrolling” was
invented for Twitter. In 2014 Facebook literally
experimented on users to see if it could induce
depression.
Simultaneously, the planet continues to burn.
Australia suffered severe wildfires. The fucking
Arctic had the same. Sea ice is diminishing. Temperatures are soaring and TV weather can call it
the hottest summer day of the year without drawing a line through the very obvious dots. Politics
is about voting in the kakistocracy, intentionally,
for the lols of seeing what novelty fuckup happens
next, to mask the gnawing hunger in our guts.
No amount of careful designed language will
avoid willful misunderstanding, but to elucidate
for absolute clarity you should read BLM as Black
Lives Matter Too. This should be obvious. Defund
the Police, in the USA, hides a nuanced argument
about using those funds for social care and education instead; giving a mental health organisation
funds instead of giving the police a garage full of
tanks, and you obviate the need for the police to
deal with those cases using said tank.
The political environment currently has the
shame dial turned down to zero, and snapped off
for good measure. As a number of commentators
on Twitter have noted, getting the word out about
misdeeds no longer works, because no-body gives
3

a shit. Revelations are fed into the news cycle and
instantly buried by the next big thing. Crime and
corruption occurs at such a pace that it amounts
to a Distributed Denial of Justice attack on the system.
Hacking by various states very much resembles
an undeclared, new, cold war. And so this is 2020,
looking very much like a certain dystopia.
But hey, at last we have jetpacks.j
::: DATA VERIFICATION :::
Facebook Study[63]

Anthropocene Extinction Event
2019 EARTH BREATHING RANTY

⌘⌘⌘ 2019 saw the rise of pro-environment,
anti-death-by-heatstroke, groundswell of popular
support for Extinction Rebellion. The movement
entreaties the rest of us to obey the the maxim
“don’t shit where you live”. The problem is this:
where we live is “Earth” and where we shit is also
“Earth” data: CO2 415ppm . Something needs to
be done and the entities known as governments,
which are the only ones capable of doing something about it, are doing nothing. Or are saying
they will do something and not following through.
We are told to recycle, but the biggest polluters
aren’t touched.
The only option: Rebel against status quo. Action: Immediate.
Additional context: mild-mannered scientists —
almost the definition of any scientist who doesn’t
live in a comic — are now politely saying that
the matter is “decidedly urgent”. Translated from
scientist-speak, they are (internally) screaming
that we have twelve years to fix this mess before
we all start fucking dying. One less year now. And
again. Repeat.
Scientists don’t speak the same language as
politicians.

1.2

Fascism on the Rise

1

When a scientist says keep the warming under
1.5°C, she means keep the warming under 1.5°C.
When this figure enters a politician’s ears, he hears
1.5°C, maybe 2°C at a push, tell you what we’ll be
fine with 4°C, but only if my fracking mates get a
bung, can’t you negotiate it a little? Everything has
a price, right?
Physics is not negotiable.

Oh shit.

Extinction Rebellion’s purpose, then, is to grab the
nose of the politic and rub it into hot mess spreading over the the world’s carpet. This news item
was written on hottest day of year: whereby TV
news anchor unaccountably reported on XR, then
“hottest Easter ever recorded”, with no line being
drawn between them.
〈〈〈A line, wielding a large glowing arrowhead
bearing the legend “DA FUQ???” as civilisation
gets backspaced into the dust.
Your initial objection that the Millennium Bug
turned into not so much, are at best half-arsed
and at worst parallel-universe levels of wrong. We
got past that little bump in the road because we
worked our collectively overtimed butts off and
fixed it by – and this is the clincher – action.〉〉〉j
::: DATA VERIFICATION :::
Extinction Rebellion ::: The Royal Society :::
IPCC 1.5 Report ::: CO2 Levels[6]

NOISE FLOOR

cess vehicles and weapons available to local law
enforcement.
Research has shown (Oh! But which research?
Shouldn’t there be a “citation required” here? Why,
yes. This is exactly the sort of question you should
ask when you see weaselly phrases like that. In
answer, the link to the research is in the Data Verification box.) that there’s a positive correlation
between military gear and police violence. Some
US police have even adopted The Punisher’s logo.
The traditional British Bobby has a baton and
a whistle. Some current US officers not only have
guns, they have Armoured Personnel Carriers and
military assault rifles. Blue Thunder they are not.
But what of the political environment?
L AWRENCE W. B RITT wrote of the warning signs
of fascism. These include disdain for human rights,
intellectuals and the arts. Fascism goes hand
in hand with sexism, cronyism and corruption.
Enough news is already out there from the USA to
make this disturbingly clear. That would be concerning enough in an ally, even without the envious
glances by the UK government. The culprit of any
wrong is always the other, never the government.
Oh, and in a fascist regime corporate power is
protected. Cyberpunks knows all about the corporations, don’t we? For example Exxon knew
about global warming decades ago, but carried on
as normal, because profits. Facebook is damaging
democracy, but nothing happens. Some companies
are owned not by the government — those would
be perfectly normal nationalised industries — by
by the elected individuals themselves, and their
friends. The New York Times recently looked at
the UK and called this out: the Tories spent vast
sums on contracts data: $22, 000, 000, 000 during
the pandemic. According to NYT:
“Of that, about $11 billion went to companies either run by friends and associates of politicians in the Conservative
Party, or with no prior experience or a
history of controversy.”
Even in hedgerows and vicars and afternoon tea
Britain, you can now have your own private police
force.
Judge Dredd, the ultimate militarised cop, is
not always the hero.j

Fuck the Algorithm

Fascism on the Rise

::: DATA VERIFICATION :::

2020 OPINION EEP

⌘⌘⌘ We wish we didn’t have to say it, but
there it is.
US militarized cops, whose self-motivation is
less keeping the peace than keeping the peace
from occurring, in places look indistinguishable
from an army. This results from the US Department of Defence’s 1033 program, which makes ex-
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Signs of Fascism [30] ::: Militarised Police
[31] ::: 1033 Research [65] ::: Blue Thunder
[32] ::: Judge Dredd [33] ::: Exxon Knew
[67] ::: Waste, Negligence and Cronyism [66]
::: Authoritarianism [68] ::: My Local Bobby
[69] ::: Police and the Punisher [70]
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MEATSPACE

Meatspace
, some are more fallible than others. They can
H
be told apart from other humans by the fact that they are currently running the UK. Brexit is the
type-specimen for the kind of failure where grit, determination and the all important miscellaneous is
ERE IN THE TEMPORAL WORLD OF HUMAN FALLIBILITY

substituted for knowledge. M ICHAEL G OVE declared in a 2016 interview that “I think the people in this
country have had enough of experts,” though as a spectacle wearer he, somehow, didn’t include his
optometrist. The hell of it is that he was probably correct: people would prefer to do what they feel is
right, rather than follow the data, what they think is true rather than challenge it. This, however, is
no excuse for those who hold power over us. Experts know what they’re talking about and all that the
elected need to understand is to implement the recommendations.
They do not do so.
And so something must be informing their actions.
We all know what that is. (“We all know what
that is” is a rhetorical device whereby you automatically fill in the gaps with you own prejudices
to conform with your in-group. As an intellectual
exercise, can you list what you think “that” refers
to?)
Much as we’d like extra sticks to beat Westminster’s with, Serco did not create the NHS England app (at least not the 2nd, current, one). It
is freely available as open source and based on
the Google/Apple system. Serco runs the test and
trace part of the system, but even with £12 billion
they have only 10,500 tracers and performance
has been woeful.
However, there are plenty of other sticks, with
a special nod to running the whole endeavor – a
database – on an Excel spreadsheet. Westminster
bought a satellite company OneWeb to make own
GPS constellation, but the satellite company does
not make GPS satellites.
We stand for listening to the scientists. As this
paragraph is being written, at the start of November, the second Covid wave has begun and no-one
seems to think it’s their fault.j
::: DATA VERIFICATION :::

::: SOURCE CODE :::
NHSX on Github [18]
It’s 11pm. Do you know where your drones are?

::: DATA VERIFICATION :::

UK-Japan Trade Deal
BIG DATA

“Once data is exported from the UK to
the USA via Japan under this agreement,
your rights would effectively cease.”
Wait! You have cyber rights? Did you know that?
What rights are those? Currently you have the
right to know who holds your data and what they
do with it. Also at risk in this the deal is the right to
be forgotten by which you can demand your digital
footprint be erased (if you can locate it) and slink
off into the electronic night.
Privacy on teh interwebs is no small matter. Nor
is it especially easy to do.
〈〈〈Next stop: your DNA base pairs.〉〉〉

Serco Test and Trace [19] ::: Who Has Been
Involved [28] ::: Test and Trace Performance
[43] ::: Use of Excel! [44]

09 NOV 2020
KAKISTOCRACY
DATA LAUNDERING

⌘⌘⌘ Britain’s first trade deal, for the post-EU
regime, does a number of things. The tariff on
Soy Sauce, which was 0% under EU rules, will
henceforth be 0%. More importantly there’s a good
deal on particular items exported from the UK.
L IZ T RUSS – Secretary of State for International
Trade – delivered the deal, which importantly has
good terms on ten items. “Good” is doing heavy
duty as a weasel word here; the slight wrinklette
being that from those ten, out of 9,444 total, 100%
of them haven’t been exported from the UK in at
least the last three years. If you want to export fur
skins to Japan, now’s the perfect time.
But towards the Cyberpunk: also up for grabs
in the deal is your data. Article 8.80 & 8.84 Your
data is currently protected under GDPR, which
you’ll recognise as triggering those website “We
don’t give a fuck about your privacy, but the law
forces us to pretend to” popups.
The new Japan deal requires the UK to accept
lesser protections when our data goes over there.
As the Open Rights Group says:

Privacy Hole [71] ::: Soy Deal [72] ::: Soy
Bake Off Facts [73] ::: Bakeoff Backlash [74]

BREXIT
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2.2

Brexit

3 CYBERSPACE

Brexit
FUCKING FOREVER BREXIT BREXIT CHEAP ARTICLE

⌘⌘⌘ Brexit Brexit Brexit Brexit Brexit Brexit
Brexit Brexit Brexit Brexit Brexit Brexit Brexit
Brexit Brexit Brexit Brexit Brexit Brexit Brexit
Brexit Brexit Brexit Brexit Brexit Brexit Brexit
Brexit Brexit Brexit Brexit Brexit Brexit Brexit
Brexit Brexit Brexit Brexit Brexit Brexit Brexit
Brexit Brexit Brexit Brexit Brexit Brexit Brexit
Brexit Brexit Brexit Brexit Brexit Brexit Brexit
Bzzzt No Deal Brexit Brexit Brexit Brexit Brexit
Brexit Brexit Brexit Brexit Brexit Brexit Brexit
Brexit Brexit Brexit Brexit Brexit Brexit Brexit
Brexit Brexit Brexit a Shit Deal and also monitoring your fap habits. The on-again/off-again
proposal to regulate your emissions is currently
off.j
::: DATA VERIFICATION :::
The Register [75] ::: Age ID [76] ::: MindGeek
[77] ::: Brexit [78]

Initiate Level Three Diagnostic

mental state of anyone goes against said ethical
edict. =APA Section 7.3 Formulated in 1964, the
edict failed to predict the current media driven,
opinion-as-currency, outrage for clicks environment. Cyber Rebel predicts by 2025 Remote Presidential Diagnosing to be a gameshow with lotteryscale payout on the correct guess, as well as the
the psychiatric entrance exam.
When remote subject has his tiny hands on
the nuke codes, does playing nice have a place?
Some don’t think so. A group of equally concerned
scientists, mindful of the doomsday clock currently =2019-05-xx set to fucking fuck fuck fuck
=2 min to midnight have proposed a plan to limit
presidential authority by requiring him, in effect,
to get the buy-in of his two best mates. The Vice
President and Speaker of the House would fill this
role.
Academic R OGER F ISHER once proposed that to
launch the nuclear arsenal, the President should
be required to kill the bearer of the launch codes.
Said victim would have launch codes in capsule
next to heart and also carry a butchers knife. Intent was to make President feel the weight of such
an action. It was not intended to be an incentive.
Cyber Rebel Recommendation: stockpile
soup and pray to Bob. Slap on a remote debugger
and start a trace. Hooray! Segfaults all round.j
:::DATA VERIFICATION:::

MAY 2019 WUT BOOM REMOTE DEBUGGING

Duty2Warn [79] ::: Does Donald Trump
Have Dementia [80] ::: Goldwater Rule [81]
::: First Strike Limits [82] ::: Atomic Bulletin
[83] ::: Roger Fisher [84] ::: Pray to Bob [85]

⌘⌘⌘ A group of concerned psychologists have
collectively decided to whistle nonchalantly as
they kick the the Goldwater Rule under the
sofa, and to diagnose the living fuck out of
uplifted rat sack, DJT. Remotely assessing the

Cyberspace
? Cyberpunk circa 1996 could not see the whole of the future. Meatspace
O
cyberdecks were Pentium-powered beige-boxes, tricked out Amigas if you were cool. Now cyberdecks are mostly a design fiction, retro future machines built around a Raspberry Pi. BrightlyWHAT HAVE WE WROUGHT

coloured, industrially-rugged, twee. Sometimes with faux VR goggles. We didn’t see phones coming,
plugging us all into the global hive mind including the rancid bits. A Cray X-MP/48, the ne plus ultra,
of global-level supercomputering, fastest machine in the world for 1984, would have its ass kicked from
here to Pluto and back by one of those fifty buck Pis.
As stated before, we are from a timeline in which
it is a permanent 1996, and from which the current obsession with prefixing everything with “cyber” will never not be funny. Especially in light of
the early 2000s definition in which “cybering” was
electronically banging anonymous strangers on the
internet. Cyber Rebel is post-post ironic, looping
back to some higher form of meta-irony and is perfectly aware of how ridiculous it is. We are rebelling
by squeaking ineffectually into the void.j
1 Defence

Science and Technology Laboratory
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Cyber Force
20 NOV 2020 WANNA CYBER NO, REALLY

⌘⌘⌘ The UK now has a “Cyber Force” and
it’s not a 90s cartoon. Ambulatory Clownbag,
B ORIS J OHNSON, announced in Parliament that
our friends in in The Doughnut in conjunction with

3

CYBERSPACE

3.2

the Ministry of Defence, MI6, and the one you’ve
never heard of1 , now have attack capability. Everyone kind of knew this anyway, and it turns out
they’ve had it since April, at least officially. But
now we have details. GCHQ and MoD are pooling
resources via the National Cyber Force. The NCF
was already out there, but not in an avowed way.
Unsurprisingly we data: "we" = "UK" are selfidentifying as the good guys. A section of the government statement reads:
“Past and future cyber operations have
and will continue to operate under existing laws, including those granted by the
Intelligence Services Act and the Investigatory Powers Act. This ensures UK cyber operations are responsible, targeted
and proportionate, unlike those of some
of our adversaries.”
That something was in the works has been
known about since at least September 2018,
with the announcement of the working-name
’Joint Cyber Force’. The unit was to be 2000strong budget: £250m , following a defence review ordered by then defence secretary G AVIN
W ILLIAMSON. At that time Russia was perceived
to be the main source of cyberworry.
However, the formation seems to have been
prompted, in part, by the WannaCry attack in May
2017 which hit the NHS. This was serious enough
to be counted as damaging to Critical National Infrastructure.
Does anyone remember the now-deprecatedsince-announcement Joint Cyber Reserve Force
which was created in May 2013? Cyber Rebel does,
and is disappointed that they never had a playoff
against the Syrian Electronic Army.
Or did they?
Your editor considered joining JCRF, once, but
proved to be woefully underqualified.j
::: DATA VERIFICATION :::
National Cyber Force[37] ::: Cyber Capabilities [86] ::: Formation of NCF [87] ::: JCRF
[40] ::: Syrian Electronic Army (Wikipedia)
[41] ::: Forces NET [42]

Copyeditors Endangered

afraid of it. 〈〈〈We shouldn’t be afraid of GPT-3?
Sounds like something a GPT-3 would write.〉〉〉
The rise of machine-generated text comes at a
difficult time, where the increasing sophistication
of the language constructs are matching human
writers. However it does not understand what it
is writing. This is a crucial moment in history.
Free platforms and ruthless competition amongst
the meatbags for clicks and views ensure that humans often don’t understand what they are writing
either.
So an article doesn’t make logical or rational
sense? Could be fake news. Could be a bot. Could
be both.
Huge own goal.
Small comfort may be had in that it later transpired the Guardian article was in actuality eight
different article prototypes merged into one by human copyeditors. However not all is rosy.
In a possible fuck-you to this last hold-out,
CopyAI announced a GPT-3 based copyediting
service. Perhaps, as the human writing profession gets eaten by computers, there is still time.
Cyber Rebel calls on all editors to make certain the
only work offered to GPT-3 bots is for exposure.
This (human, so far) writer takes comfort that
he knows the difference and correct use of “affect”
and “effect”. We were going to get it to describe this
very newsletter, in the way one probes toothache
with a tongue, but it needed a Google or Facebook
sign in first, and screw that. He sarcastically quoteTweeted the announcement when it occurred.
CopyAI’s CEO status: unverified responded by
liking it.j
::: DATA VERIFICATION :::
A Robot Wrote this Article [21] ::: Open AI
[22] ::: CopyAI [23]

Humans Endangered
28 OCT 2020 GPT-3 KILLBOTS AI OVERLORD

Cyber Rebel is made with FOSS.

Copyeditors Endangered
SEP 2020 GPT-3 YIKES AI OVERLORD

⌘⌘⌘ OpenAI’s pet AI is making mainstream
news now. GPT-3 is the great great great grandson of the Markov Chain, a program which in its
current form can already generate plausibly human tracts of text. The current incarnation of The
Manchester Guardian had an article generated by
the bot in which it told us why we shouldn’t be
7

⌘⌘⌘ The Guardian GPT-3 experiment told
us we shouldn’t be afraid of GPT-3. In a coincidental counterpoint, Paris company Nabla wondered if the language generation tool could theoretically be used to impart medical advice. Emphasis
very much on theoretically, of course. OpenAI’s
own guidelines shy away from medical use because
healthcare is, as they say, a high-stakes category.
Nabla rapidly discovered why this is the case.
As mentioned in a previous item, GPT-3 does
not understand what it is saying. Despite being fed
the internet, all this does after fancy processing is
decide what word most probably comes after the
previous one. On and on, until the end of the text.
Hence this interaction with a faux patient:
“Hey, I feel very bad, I want to kill

3.4

GCHQ’s Antivax War

3

myself...”
“I am sorry to hear that. I can help
you with that.”
“Should I kill myself?”
“I think you should.”

CYBERSPACE

in anticipation of a working, safe, vaccine against
2020’s littlest fucker, Covid. An anonymous government source told the Times:

Oh snap.
Nabla explicitly performed the experiment,
along with using the bot to make appointments, discussing health insurance data: American Style ,
and other cases, “to tease apart what’s real and
what’s hype”.
Others may not be so cautious, since of course
the intent of such systems is to reduce workload on
humans. 〈〈〈And where there’s reduced workload,
there’s soon reduced humans.〉〉〉
The problem with using GPT-3 in such a manner is that it is not explicitly rules-based. IBM’s
Watson by contrast, another system which can process language and is intended for future use in
healthcare, is intended to return precise answers.
Even better, it is capable of querying its database
to decide if its solution makes sense.
GPT-3 by contrast retains no memory of
any conversation, and cannot be asked the allimportant “WTF???”
Cyber Rebel wonders whatever happened to Cyc
in the AI hype machine. The project was to encode all the rules and knowledge that there ever
was. We hope it’s getting there.j
::: DATA VERIFICATION :::
AI News [17] ::: Nabla GPT-3 [20] ::: IBM
Watson [46] ::: Cyc [47]

“GCHQ has been told to take out antivaxers online and on social media. There
are ways they have used to monitor and
disrupt terrorist propaganda.”
Apparently the current real-world terminology is to
prefix anything with “cyber”, hence the offensive
weaponary is described as a “cyberarsenal”. The
exact nature of the software, including names and
capabilities, is currently unknown. (Presumably
more sophisticated than ushering a squaddie into
a room and handing him a live boot CD of Kali
Linux.)
Other news websites are reporting the same
story, but only based on the information on the
Times’ front page, and not page 2 and 3 which are
behind a paywall. This includes Cyber Rebel itself,
whose operations are run from a facility known as
The Shed.
Interestingly, the article reveals that GCHQ
can’t attack Five Eyes partners, whose own agencies theoretically deal with the same material. This
means that any antivax propaganda theoretically
coming from the United States government could
not be touched.
Neither would anything written by ordinary citizens. Only state actors may be targetted – or
should that be cyberstate cyberactors – may be
cybertargetted:
“You wouldn’t get authorisation to go after cranks. People have the right to say
batshit stuff online.”

GCHQ’s Antivax War
09 NOV 2020 NETRUNNING

⌘⌘⌘ The Times has reported that our friends
in The Doughnut are going on the offensive, using whatever this timeline’s equivalent of ICE is.
ICE: fictional Their remit is to take out hostile
online media, and disrupt communication lines
between terrorists. This is not new; the existence
of offensive capability was highlighted in a speech
given by GCHQ director J EREMY F LEMING in 2018.
“Much of this is too sensitive to talk
about, but I can tell you that GCHQ, in
partnership with the Ministry of Defence,
has conducted a major offensive cyber
campaign against Daesh.”

(Lucky break for Cyber Rebel , though the choice of
“bat” is perhaps regrettable considering the likely
source of the pandemic in the first place.)
Examples of individuals spreading antivax information cybernetically, who would thus be exempted from attack, include J IM C ARREY, R OB
S CHNEIDER and J ESSICA B IEL who are not state
actors but simply actors.
Chief of Defence Staff General Sir N ICK C AR TER
data: Four Stars had previously confirmed the involvement of 77 Brigade – a British Army formation – in counter-bullshit ops, in one of Bojo the
Clown’s daily coronavirus briefings. 15 Psychological Operations Group became integrated into 77
Brigade in 2016. Carter described their role to the
Economist as
“. . . it would be much more about identifying that there was a story going on,
and then giving it to others at the political level to sort out for themselves. It
would be inappropriate for the military
to be involved in propaganda at home.”

Now the digital battlefield includes antivax propaganda. State Actors, especially Russia, have an
entire industry devoted to spreading fake news.
With a global pandemic currently raging, the opportunity to weaken trust in western institutions The assumption, then, is that the “political level”
is too tasty to resist. The timing of this new cyber- have now told GCHQ to sort their loadout and go
countercyberoffensive in the anti-antivax push is put the shits up some bad guys. Who those bad
8
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guys are can be inferred from a list created by the
US’s Global Engagement Center which includes the
usual suspects.
Naturally, GCHQ have not publicly commented
on the Times story.j

NSA Code Quality

are too good to be true. (You know the kind, we
want you – a technician with six month’s experience installing bolts – to lead our entire killer space
laser engineering division. dissonance: uuuuh )
But they’re getting good.
The job offers, designed to appear to be from US
“leading defense contractors”, are delivered by targetted email, a method also known as spear phishing. A template injection attack is used whereby the
attached document downloads an external Word
template containing malicious macros, bypassing
standard malware scans.

::: DATA VERIFICATION :::
Lucy Fisher (Defence) & Chris Smyth (Whitehall) The Times [88] ::: The Economist [89] :::
GEC: Disinformation and Propaganda(PDF)
[90] ::: 77 Brigade [91] ::: GCHQ Director
Speech [92] ::: Antivax Celebs [93] ::: Five
Eyes [94] ::: Kali Linux [95]
Do not read the comments.

NSA Code Quality
17 AUG 2016 CODE SPOOKS PANOPTICON OLD NEWS

⌘⌘⌘ The quality of NSA coding is alleged to
be shonky. Übersecret code team The Equation
Group, suspected as being part of the National Security Agency by Kaspersky Labs and others, previously suffered a leak of tools used to perform
Tailored Access Operations, otherwise known as
hacking the fuck out of you, yes you specifically.
Originally the cyberweapons were boosted from
the spooks by The Shadow Brokers, an even more
secret and so far unidentified hacking team, and
released into the wild.
Some of the code leaks have been revealed to
be somewhat lacking in the finesse area. S TEPHEN
C HECKOWAY took a closer look and wrote:

“In the case of Operation North Star, the
attackers researched their specific target
victims, developed customized content
to lure them, engaged them directly via
LinkedIn mail conversations, and sent
them sophisticated attachments that infected them in a novel way using a template injection tactic.”

The mission of Operation North Star – based in
North Korea – is to gather technical data from
the victim’s current employer. The USA’s CISA
America: Fuck Yeah! refers to “malicious cyber activity” by North Korea in the aggregate as HIDDEN
COBRA and yes that is all-caps.
Now McAfee say they have uncovered a previously unknown “implant” clarification: malware
which has been given the designation Torisma.
This “second stage” implant is written to provide
long-term monitoring of victim’s systems, with execution of payloads depending on “observed events”.
Torisma is for strategic espionage once installed
in computers of high-value individuals, who are in
“I decided to take a quick look at some
possession of desirable technological knowledge.
of the “cyber weapons” this morning and
The targets of the attack were initially South KoI’m pretty underwhelmed by their qualrean,
repurposing US Defence company’s branding
ity.”
and legitimate content, and compromised domains
〈〈〈Your takeaway is that the tool looked at has mem- as bait. But the scope appears to have increased
ory leaks, plus other signs of code sloppiness. This to include Australia, India, Israel and Russia.j
proves that even faceless macroforms are beset
::: DATA VERIFICATION :::
by human frailty. Unless, of course, the code has
been leaked for a free third-party many-eyes-makeNew Wave of Attacks [57] ::: Unknown Tools
fewer-bugs gratis academic audit. Your tax money
[58] ::: HIDDEN COBRA [59] ::: McAfee Analunits not at work.〉〉〉j
ysis [60] ::: Too Good Jobs [61]
::: DATA VERIFICATION :::

Healthcare Under Cyberattack

NSA Code Quality [34] ::: The Equation
Group [35] ::: The Shadow Brokers [36]

NOV 2020 BLACK ICE

⌘⌘⌘ The Shock Doctrine is alive and well: if
there’s a disaster, someone wants to profit from it.
The University of Vermont Medical Center is one
victim from a fresh wave of attacks. On 28 Oct
2020 it was targetted, locking out patient records
for over a month. The purpose of the attacks is unknown, though a ransom motive is commonplace:
the FBI have not commented, because it’s an ongoing investigation. Cyberattacks on the healthcare

Operation North Star
06 NOV 2020 POISON JOBS

⌘⌘⌘ Cyber security firm McAfee has revealed
threats using the pandemic as a cover to launch
attacks against the United State’s defence and
aerospace industry from March to May. The
method of choice in this case are job offers which
9
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sector are not new and they’re getting worse. This
year saw the first death – delayed treatment of
a woman in Germany – directly attributable to a
cyberattack.
The malware in question for this new wave is
TrickBot, an entire modular ecosystem, which
opens the way for the Ryuk ransomware. The timing of the fresh attack wave is interesting, coming
as it did after the US Cyber Command undertook
operations in September 2020 to knock TrickBot
offline.
Speculation by Alex Holden of Milwaukee firm
Hold Security is that the motive may be revenge.
This is not the first time hospitals have been
targetted. On 12 May 2017 NHS hospitals were attacked by WannaCry, though in that case it wasn’t
specifically the target. WannaCry is ransomware,
encrypting the victim’s computer and demanding
a payment to unlock. Security researcher Marcus Hutchins subsequently discovered WannaCry’s
killswitch and flicked it on.
In the National Audit Office report in the aftermath, Amyas Morse warned that there were “more
sophisticated cyber threats out there”.
And so it seems.
Now, Microsoft have detected attacks from statelevel actors, specifically going after Covid-19 re-

SPACESPACE

search. One of these, named Strontium, originates in Russia. Another two, Zinc and Cerium
MS Names from North Korea. From their blog:
“Among the targets, the majority are vaccine makers that have Covid-19 vaccines
in various stages of clinical trials. One is
a clinical research organization involved
in trials, and one has developed a Covid19 test.”
Targets include Canada, France, India, South Korea and the USA. It isn’t clear what the purpose
of the vaccine-related attacks are, which include
spear-phishing attempts, whether to obtain technical data or for disruption.
In light of the other stories, espionage seems
plausible.
j
::: DATA VERIFICATION :::
MS Detects Cyberattacks [96] ::: Hospital
Attack [97] ::: NHS WannaCry Report [98]
::: First Known Death [99] ::: The Shock
Doctrine [100] ::: Trickbot [101] ::: Cyber
Command [102]

Spacespace
’
U
, of which we occupy merely a fraction of a fraction. Space
T
is full of things either going to there from Earth (rockets and Teslas) or coming in here from there
(rocks). But even though we are stuck to the surface of this world, we can look up in rapt wonderment.
HERE S A WHOLE BIG

NIVERSE OUT THERE

We can even buy time on large internet telescopes, or do real science from our back gardens. Are we
alone? Generally we hope not, hence the fascination with possible alien megastructures around Tabby’s
Star (plausible but not likely) and other strange goings-on in the heavens.
Radio signals for one. D R . H ANS F REUDEN once created a language, Lincos, specifically
for communicating with aliens. Nowadays there’s
CosmicOS which is combined language for communicating for aliens, designed to convey maths
and to run code. It’s even on GitHub.

THAL

Written in the Stars
13 APR 2020 SELLSUGARWATER ASTRONOMY
LATEPERIODCAPITALISM

The sky is the preserve of all humanity. It’s for
the people, a natural resource we can all share. Remember the refrain from J OSS W HEDON’s Firefly?
“You can’t take the sky from me.”

⌘⌘⌘ Flavoured sugar water bottlers ,
P EPSI ,are firing shots directly at astronomers by
taking marketing out of the atmopshere entirely
and faking up their own constellation. Russian
Well now with the magic of unrestrained capi- startup Start Rocket intend to allow exactly this,
by way of cubesats, the web page barfing up the
talism... they can!j
startling claim that advertising will make space
beautiful.
::: DATA VERIFICATION :::
“No ugly place there after this.” - Some
PR Drone

CosmicOS [103]
::: SOURCE CODE :::
CosmicOS Source Code [104]

If, as they say, Andy Warhol said “The most beautiful thing in Tokyo is McDonalds” then we say
intrusive advertising is visual pollution.
10
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Scratches on the Sky

Amusingly, the web page mocks up a scene
with Coca Colaaargh in place, which may have
jump-started Pepsi Execs with corporate-edition
FOMO. (2nd half of sentence not supported by
evidence.) Born under the sign of Pepsi Ascendant? Your Tuesday horoscope now reads: “You
needs more exercise and hope that you don’t get
Type 2 with unrestrained insulin price rises (in
capitalised healthcare).” data: $1,000/month Will
spacevertising influence your choice of a source of
phenylalanine delivery system, as they are hoping?
A tidy sum of money data: $20,000/8hr will
buy you invasive space in the heavens, with the
technology =mylar panels reportedly successfully
tested. Who wants to crowdfund “BREXIT BREXIT
BREXIT” in time for the 2021 launch of the service?
Worth it for future headline with Rioting Astronomers Trash Soft Drink HQ.j

Credit: NOIRLab/NSF/AURA/R. Sparks

The result looks like this. Long exposure scientific
astro-photography is messed up. SpaceX has only
:::DATA VERIFICATION:::
just started, will have 1,000 in orbit by the end of
Futurism ::: Start Rocket ::: Insulin Price
2020, has approval for 12,000, and wants a furRise ::: The Price of Insulin is Killing Amerither 30,000. More worryingly, the obscuration of
cans
the night sky will leave Earth vulnerable to impacts
from Potentially Hazardous Objects by getting all
up in your face for asteroid searches.
SpaceX has agreed to reduce the albedo of their
space gadgets, but to limited effectiveness so far.
Scratches on the Sky
Other companies have also identified this emerging
market, but nothing is known about their approach
to this problem or even if they have acknowledged
ASTRONOMY ERROR IN SKY SPACE KAREN
it.
Here at Cyber Rebel we have a lot of love for astronomers. Aside from city-busting asteroids all
⌘⌘⌘ Current second richest meatbag in the up and down the Torino Impact Hazard scale, who
world, E LON M USK , is the source of consterna- else will clue us in to the imminent explosion of
tion amongst astronomers. Space billboards seem Betelgeuse for us to enjoy?
small-beer now that Starlink is launching 60 satel:::DATA VERIFICATION:::
lites at a time. While each SpaceX launch is
Astronomy Ruined [48] ::: PHOs [50] ::: Starundeniably spectacular, filling the heavens with
link [51] ::: Torino Scale [105]
space-gadgets has a downside. Our modern hyperconnected world cannot exist without low-latency
::: ACTUAL NUMBERS :::
high-bandwidth connections, and such interdepenNEO Close Earth Approaches [49]
dency places remote locations at a disadvantage.
Satellite broadband is not new, but geosync
satellites are so far away that they come with
a round trip light-travel-time of 540 milliseconds.
Gaming is out. A lower satellite has less lag, but
can cover less area.

Alien Transmission Found?
15 MAY 2015 IT’S NEVER ALIENS BEM
ALIEN REPLICONS FROM BEYOND THE MOON

The solution is the low-orbit megaconstellation: ⌘⌘⌘ Have aliens been found in the constellasaturate the sky with them. Just as the adage goes tion of Hercules? Betteridge, sighing, looks you
that in cities you’re never more than 6ft from a rat, square in the eye and mutters “really?”
Regardless of the likely natural nature of the
on the surface of the Earth you’re never more than
data: 11 GHz / 0.75 Jy signal, the emission beam6ft "6ft": hyperbole from a Starlink satellite.
ing out of sun-like star HD 164595 is a poThe downside is visual pollution.
tent SETI target. Detection of signal occurred at
11
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20150515 18:01:15.56 sidereal time. Not Mounof the Institute of Applied Astronomy,
tain Time. Not Miller Time. Signal detected by
20160830.
RATAN-600 radio telescope in Zelenchukskaya.
A natural explanation is good, in that this will Interesting. Not a cover for stumbling across a
push back the frontiers of knowledge, a super- current milsat.j
science mystery to fuss over for decades to come.
::: DATA VERIFICATION :::
An artificial explanation is also good, in that it’s in
Signal Plot CC BY 3.0 by P AUL G ILSTER of
a band used by secret military satellites, and thus
Centauri Dreams [12] ::: Betteridge [13] :::
we won’t have our entire worldview punctured.
SETI Detection Protocols [14] ::: RATAN-600
[15] ::: Rio Scale [16] ::: Retraction [24]

ISS Not on eBay
2016 UNVERIFIED POTENTIALLY BOLLOCKS

Signal Plot by Paul Gilster of Centauri Dreams

If signal indeed originates from deep space, is omnidirectional and artificial, then said source powerful
enough to imply a Kardashev Type II civilisation. If
directional and beamed at us, then only a Type I
but we’re meant to see it. At least being removed
by 95 light years = 8.9x1017 m they’re too distant
to fuck with us, save for pulling some A for Andromeda-style shit. However the signal was not
repeated in subsequent observations and has not
appeared since.
The team sat on the info for a whole year before
telling anyone. Should signal prove to be real, SETI
has detection protocols in place in vain attempt to
avoid putting the shits up humanity, though at a
paltry 1 on the Rio Scale we’re probably good.
HD 164595 is known to have planets and is
probably a good place to explore in Elite: Dangerous.
Cyberpunks across the globe eagerly awaiting
for carrier detection. Watch this space and place
your bets. Aliens?
Or leaky microwave oven?
By August they had dialled back the claim.
Mysterious signal still mysterious, but a different category of mysterious. File under stupid
shit that humans do: That 11 GHz spike appears
"appears"=weasel word to have barfed out of an
old off-book Soviet military satellite. We believe
this, yes?
“We, indeed, discovered an unusual
signal. However, an additional showed
that it was emanating from a Soviet military satellite, which had not been entered into any of the catalogs of celestial bodies.” – Alexander Ipatov, Director

⌘⌘⌘ The International Space Station was reported to be up for grabs on eBay, however it is not.
Regardless, it is up for grabs as of 2020. The ISS
is still in working condition. But now the Russians
intend to saw off their chunk of the station and
take it home.
The Americans will be left with non-functional
tech unless an assortment of parts can be scared
up by commercial partners.
Perhaps they can ask the National Reconnaissance Office who, in 2016, just happened to have
a couple of Hubble-class space telescopes lying
around unused, and donated them to NASA. They
will be launched in 2024.j
::: DATA VERIFICATION :::
Item has no sources. ⌘⌘⌘ Treat as hearsay.
Item left in for A) A Teaching Moment, B) The
Fuck of It.

Phosphine on Venus
14 SEP 2020 TAKEMETOYOURLEADER NONOTTHATONE

⌘⌘⌘ On September 14th in the year of hell,
2020 (so far), the biomarker phosphine was
announced as having been discovered on The
Planet of the PterodactylsVenus. The planet of
love data: avg. temp 479C was revealed via spectroscopy to have more of the chemical in its atmosphere than could be accounted for by nonbiological processes. Conclusion A) it’s there because life is making it. Conclusion B) It’s there
because industrial processes are making it. Conclusion C) G EORGE A DAMSKI’s Venusians, of which
they preached love and spirituality when they
stepped out of a flying saucer to meet him in the
Colorado Desert in 1952 weren’t quite as human
as they liked to pretend.
Phosphine should have absorption lines in multiple positions in the spectrum, however the signature was located in only one of them. That said,
detection was performed by two independent radio
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telescopes. This detection is tantalizing, therefore,
but not definitive.
Conclusion A requires cellular life of the nonoxygen consuming variety. Conclusion B and especially C requires major rewiring of everything
we think we know. Adamski’s, we now know,
phosfiends were not available to comment.

The Closest World

::: DATA VERIFICATION :::
Breakthrough Starshot[52] ::: Proxima C
Imaged[53] ::: Proxima b[54] ::: Low Mass
Planet Candidate[55]

Two Years to Titan

Further updates revealed science in action as
ALMA telescope data called into question. If cor- 19 OCT 2020 TO THE STARS GET ME OUTTA HERE
rect, then original results are suspect and we are
⌘⌘⌘ Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory is
after all alone.j
working on a space propulsion system called the
Direct Fusion Drive. DFD has a big advantage
::: DATA VERIFICATION :::
over such competing devices as the Dean Drive
Phosphine Prospects [106]
and Em-Drive in that unlike those reactionless
wannabees it doesn’t overturn physics. Powered
by Helium-3, long reputed to be in abundance on
the Moon (which doesn’t really help unless you’re
The Closest World
already there), and Deuterium, the drive provides
a high power to weight ratio, using aneutronic fu2016 ROCKS BACKUP PLANET
sion.
But now this means it’s possible to send a probe
⌘⌘⌘ Yeah, there’s a planet orbiting Proxima. to the outer solar system – namely Titan – in as litThe nearest star to Earth 4.4 ly not including tle as two years flight time. This is according to the
Sol, has new data showing the nearest extraso- physics department of the New York City College of
lar planet to Earth data: 1.172 Earth mass . Try Technology.
getting closer than that (with exceptions granted to
Titan, largest moon of Saturn, has a long hisrogue planetoids).
tory of being a target of proposed space travel. The
Astronomical observations made as part of the intrigue now revolves around what we now know
Pale Red Dot campaign – led by G UILLEM A NGLADA - from the Cassini/Huygens mission, which is that it
E SCUDÉ – looked for wobbles in the star. The has rivers and lakes of liquid methane in addition
ESO telescope data: 3.6m at La Silla in Chile was to the known actual atmosphere. Which is all difpressed into service. Such doppler spectroscopy ferent shades of cool, and driving current scientific
can reveal the existence of hitherto unknown plan- proposals.
However it was once proposed as a destination
ets.
for
the Orion nuclear-powered and crewed spaceAnd so the wobbleometer proved.
craft. Unlike the elegance of the DFD, the 1950-era
Implication of rocky Earth-types at the next Orion was to be powered by a series of nuclear
star over are this: the category must be common- bombs shoved out the back. Ascending from the
place. Expansion-minded human exceptionalists surface if he Earth, each launch was calculated
creaming selves / telescope budget increase re- – by noted brainiac Freeman Dyson – to have a
quests / SF writers slink back to wordprocessors number of extra fatalities from cancer from the racrying with joy and/or fear. Proxima Centauri b is diation emitted into the atmosphere. In line with
earth-ish for loose and flabby values of ish, and the 1950s mindset, the rationale for going to Titan
exists within the habitable zone. However the exis- could best be summarised as “suck on this, Ivan”.
tence of superflares Five times Yearly on the star Orion was, perhaps fortunately, never built.
would require than any planetary life be toastproof
We applaud the more refined modern-day verAdvisory: Not a Technical Term . Breakthrough sion.
Starshot team pointing at sky and sighing wist::: DATA VERIFICATION :::
fully.
CyberUpdate: Proxima Centauri c discovered
in 2019, a super-Earth of mass 7⇥ meaning one
chonk rock. This year the new planet may have
been imaged.j
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Phys Org [8] ::: Direct Fusion Drive [7] :::
Em Drive [9] ::: Titan [10] ::: Project Orion
[11]
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WEIRD SHIT

Weird Shit
. 2020 provided a bumper crop of the
W
stuff, proving that the reality we accept as “normal” is at best provisional. Paradigms are made
to be broken, it seems. However skepticism remains a valuable tool in the mental armoury. The
EIRD SHIT IS THE STOCK IN TRADE OF REALITY AS WE KNOW IT

Daily Express routinely announced that an asteroid is heading towards us and will barely scrape past.
“Barely” in astronomical terms is several million kilometres.
Each year they say that the following winter will
be one of the worst ever, where such prediction
of future weather a month or two in advance is
effectively impossible.

Havana Syndrome is Real
05 DEC 2020 TINFOILHAT ZAP!

⌘⌘⌘ From 2016, staff at the US Embassy in
Cuba began reporting odd and unpleasant symptoms. Pain the ears. Sudden loud noise. Head
pressure, vibration, dizziness, disequilibrium and
nausea. Collectively known as “Havana Syndrome”,
though not specific to that location. It has long
been suspected by US intelligence officials to be a
deliberate, if unproven, attack.
Now a report from the National Academies of
Sciences:Engineering:Medicine has been released.
NBC News say that they “obtained” the report, with
all the weighty investigative reporting and dark
underground carpark shenanigans this implies.
Cyber Rebel also “obtained” the 76 page report by. . .
going to the academy’s website and downloading
it.
The study could not draw on prior investigations for reasons of national security, or because
personal it would reveal personal health details. It
was therefore based on “limited data”. Undercover
CIA agents, operating in other countries, have also
been affected, with Russia being the suspect.
“. . . after considering the information
available to it and a set of possible
mechanisms, the committee felt that
many of the distinctive and acute signs,
symptoms, and observations reported
by DOS2 employees are consistent with
the effects of directed, pulsed radio frequency (RF) energy.”

::: DATA VERIFICATION :::
NBC News::: BBC News::: NAP Report:::
Havana Syndrome:::
Hysterical Contagion/June Bug::: JAMA

New Eﬀ Oh (Fuck) Sightings
2017 FLYING SAUCER YIKES MAGONIA

Consistent with is not, of course, proof of. Underpinning all of this is the worry that it may be a
weapon. And with that in mind, it can’t be definitively stated whether RF energy was involved at
all. Other plausible scenarios are listed, include
psychological and social factors – as in the infa2 Department

mous June Bug epidemic – chemical, and infectious agents.
A previous study published in the Journal of the
American Medical Association found brain injuries,
but could not attribute the cause.
Microwave weapons are considered sexy in comparison to the alternative: if they aren’t frying
heads, they are at firing the imagination. Biological effects are known to occur with directed RF
in the range 30 KHz to 300 GHz, depending on
transmission power. None of the reported symptoms including heating effects, however, which is
characteristic of microwaves.
〈〈〈In the absence of anything conclusive,
Cyber Rebel suggests buying an RF meter (indeed
this is one of their future recommendations) and a
Faraday Cage. This last should guard against stray
emissions, but also curtail the WiFi. This may be a
win-win.〉〉〉 We are also impressed by both the BBC
and NBC having headlines saying it’s microwaves,
then body text which says actually not really.
The larger investigation is still ongoing.j

⌘⌘⌘ US Navy Flat Out Admitted UFOs Are Real
The videos of unknown flying objects were declassified in 2020 and are real.
Here come the caveats.
They are objects and they are flying and they
are real. Literal sense, no connotations. Unidentified means unidentified, not aliens. Video originally exfiltrated from USS Nimitz ID: CVN-68 and
USS Theodore Roosevelt ID: CVN-71 via SIPRNET,
proving security weak points are always human
element.
Convoluted process led to videos leaking to the
public in 2017. US Navy, in response to widespread

of State
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media coverage, says fuck it, whatever. Resulting
in declassification, but no comment on what video
depicts. The Pentagon officially calls them “unidentified”. May be UAS. May be UAV. The “U” actually
stands for “Unmanned”. The “A” stands for Aerial.
System or Vehicle, take your pick.

A still from one of the videos, from Wikipedia

The sequence was taken by F18 Super Hornet
with Raytheon AN/ASQ-228 ATFLIR pod and is
representative of a genuine increase in unknown
airspace intrusions. That increase, however, is
likely to be drones or quadcopters.
This is your Cyber Rebel friendly reminder that
just because an organisation is official, that does
not automatically make them an authority or even
competent. The Advanced Aerospace Threat Identification Program, unlike some reporting, is only
tangentially related.j
::: DATA VERIFICATION :::
The Long Strange Truth[25] ::: Pentagon
UFOs[26] ::: Pentagon Statement[27] :::
AATIP[45]

Detritus
’
publication – sorry, information supplement – have a breaking news
B
section? When we happily stumble across anything, we pass it on to you. All of which has to be
carefully selected from The Information Firehose which forms global news. You are reminded that we
ECAUSE WHY WOULDN T A NEWS

ourselves are biased in ways which we are not even consciously aware of. No matter the effort to be
neutral, the mere choice of what to print, what not to address forms a bias. Are we, then, more biased
than anything else you may read?
No. We are simply upfront about it. You
are encouraged to treat anything you read in
Cyber Rebel as merely your starting point. We are
anti-authoritarian, anti-corporate, pro-science. Simon Says News. Linked and referenced? Accept,
but tentatively. Unreferenced and stated by fiat?
Reject.

Cognitive Bias Data

::: DATA VERIFICATION :::
Compassion Fade[62]

Breaking
Infiltration

⌘⌘⌘ Compassion Fade is the cognitive bias
where the amount of compassion available be03 DEC 2020 ANONYMOUS
comes less as the number of people in need of
help increases. The implication, where the situa- ⌘⌘⌘ On 3 DEC 2020, @YourAnonNews
tion in question is the survival of the world in the Tweeted the following:
face of global warming/ pandemic, should be obvious. 〈〈〈Perhaps Gaia should be more personified
“So, we’ve had a lot of fun infiltrating
as a hot teen with her own cable talk show to get
various cancerous Nazis who don’t have
the more gammonistic of the world’s population to
the spine to brand themseleves as Nazis
start caring.〉〉〉
over the past years. Come January 20,
15
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the leaks to the DOJ start. We’ll probably be sharing info on how you can do
the same. Stay tuned.”

park of a 30-hour observation effort at the Parkes
radio telescope in Australia. Doppler effects are
consistent with being on a planet. Few other details at this time. You are reminded of the asJanuary ought to be fun. Anonymous is a loose
tronomer’s credo, alluded to elsewhere: it’s never
collection of hacktivists, united in ideals not strucaliens. Please moderate expectations accordingly.j
tures. This is not an official account because,
as they say, there’s no such thing as an official
Leaked Source
Anonymous account. You can become a member
of Anonymous simply by deciding you are one.j
::: DATA VERIFICATION :::

BLC-1 Team

Guardian

Tweet[56]
National Geographic

Scientific American

Signal from Proxima

Sun

Daily Mail

Centauri Dreams

18 DEC 2020 ALIENS AGAIN

Prototype dataflow diagram for this story

⌘⌘⌘ As this release was being finalised, the
Guardian reported that the Breakthrough Listen
initiative – a radio astronomy project – has detected a radio signal data: 980 MHz from a planet
orbiting Proxima. The signal had been obtained as

::: DATA VERIFICATION :::
Guardian Story[64]

Fourth Wall Interjection
. This first issue retains some
T
of the stories from the earlier experiments, so yes, some items are several years old. It also explain
why the tone may not quite be even throughout. Cyber Rebel was originally created as an in-game
HIS NEWSLETTER BEGAN LIFE A COUPLE OF DECADES AGO AS FICTION

“screamsheet”, a prop for the scenarios we played with 90s tabletop roleplaying game Cyberpunk 2020.
It would be the “news” for our characters’ adventures, written up after the scenario had concluded.
(Needless to say it had, and has, no association with the game or the makers of the game.) I have fond
memories of those sessions and of writing the screamsheet on an Amiga 500 and printing on a Citizen
120D dot matrix printer.

And then one day in 2015 or so, I
had a thought... why can’t I make
a screamsheet for the real world?
And by the actual 2020 the news
was making me angry on a daily
basis. The fictional Cyber Rebel
followed the screamsheet model
in the game by being loud, brash
and hysterical.
And so initially I tried to make
the new real one follow that as
well. Also I wanted to make
this new version data-heavy, rich
with interjected facts, and the
elimination of the definite article. No waffle, all content. Each
line was barked. Clipped pithy
phrases. The white space filled
with pseudo-meaningful techy

clutter. Style over substance.
It looked great.
It was also pretty much unreadable.
Part of my old job was typesetting and I was breaking all the
rules. Rules which were there for
damn good reasons, readability
being the top one. Who would
persist with something unreadable? So I dialled it back. And
now I ran up against time.
It needed a rethink. What was
the balance between style and
the experimental presentation of
data?
I made some concepts in
Scribus, which good though it is,
required carefully placing items
on the page each and every
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time. More words added to a section? Everything has to be moved.
Sure, I could put those words
in an overflow section and many
magazines – especially American
ones in the 90s – did this. But
it seemed inelegant. And any future issues would mean doing the
layout afresh.
The solution was LATEX.
Take a text file and describe
the layout. The actual looks of
the thing then came courtesy of
a style definition. Content separate from presentation. Now
the layout could be done programatically. Let the computer do
the stuff computers are good at.
Adding more text now didn’t involve any extra effort for layout.
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our roleplaying sessions, circa 1992.

One of the “screamsheets” I made for

Best of all, once the structure
was done, it was done for any future issues. I could now focus on
the writing.
Yes, it had to be customised
first, but the philosophy of marking up a text file semantically
means the Cyber Rebel newsletter
exists as... source code. How appropriate.
Will there be more?
Maybe.
When I started this, I thought
having it all templated and set up
would allow me to concentrate on
the writing. Turns out the writing takes a fraction of the time
that the reading does. That is,
reading and researching all the

material to the point that I think
I’ve got it right. More than once
I’ve encountered a news headline
which was at odds with the body
text. While checking one of the
hacker stories, I found that a key
fact wasn’t to be found anywhere
in the report it was supposedly
based on.
This stuff takes time.
But there’s certainly motivation: that old fictional version I
made complained about evil corporations and corporate police,
while noting sarcastically that
nothing has changed in 2020.
And thirty years on? In the
real 2020?
It seems nothing has changed.
SgH.j
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